
Pharaoh Ant Treatment
CLIENT PREPARATION FORM

In order for our company to provide 
the most effective service possible, 
we ask that before our arrival 
you review and complete all the 
necessary preparations listed below. 
The following steps will ensure that 
your Technician is able to provide an 
effective and safe treatment.

KITCHEN & AREAS OF ACTIVITY

AREAS TO BE MADE ACCESSIBLE:
Bathrooms, heating registers, electrical conduits.

How to Prepare for the Service

 ▶ Empty the cupboards, drawers & closets that are 
experiencing the pest issue or signs of activity

 ▶ Keep all removed items within the kitchen area, i.e. 
on kitchen table to prevent the Pharaoh Ants from 
spreading to other locations. 

 ▶ Ensure that there are no potential food or water 
sources available which could attract the Pharaoh Ants

 ▶ Ensure all exposed food is placed in tightly sealed 
containers

 ▶ Clean up any food spills and/or garbage



What You Can Expect from the Treatment

Allergen Notification

Upgrade Now 

The bait will remain effective only if the following steps 
are taken after your home is serviced:.

 ▶ DO NOT use other pest control chemicals (powders 
or sprays) or cleaning products anywhere near bait 
placements, as this will decrease or eliminate the 
effectiveness of the bait(s).

 ▶ Remove all competing food sources (this means 

keeping all foods in tightly sealed containers, cleaning 
up spills as they occur, removing trash on a regular 
basis, etc.)

 ▶ The bait stations must be left where the Technician 
has placed them.

 ▶ DO NOT use off the shelf chemicals; this can actually 
make the situation worse.

The bait will remain effective only if the following steps are taken after your home is serviced:
 ▶ DO NOT use other pest control chemicals (powders or sprays) or cleaning products anywhere near bait        

placements, as this will decrease or eliminate the effectiveness of the bait(s).
 ▶ Remove all competing food sources (this means keeping all foods in tightly sealed containers, cleaning up spills as 

they occur, removing trash on a regular basis, etc.).
 ▶ Any bait stations must be left where the Technician has placed them.
 ▶ DO NOT use off the shelf chemicals; this can actually make the situation worse.

Some of the products we utilize for controlling Pharaoh Ants contain allergens such as peanut butter and shellfish. 
Please alert your Technician and/or Superintendent where concerns over allergens exist prior to the treatment.

As a preferred customer, call today and upgrade to Abell’s year-round Home Protection Program
 

17 PESTS: Carpet beetles, carpenter bees, centipedes, clothes moths, cockroaches, earwigs, fleas, mice, millipedes,  
pavement ants, pillbugs, silverfish, sowbugs, spiders, stored product pests, rats & wasps.

After the Treatment

1-888-949-4949
Abellpestcontrol.com

1
YEAR

17
PESTS

It is not necessary for you or your pets to leave your home before, during or after the treatment.  

Please be patient, the BAITS will reduce PHARAOH ANT infestations to very low levels within approximately 3 to 4 weeks.

Reminder
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